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System and Method of Exploiting Location 
Awareness to Improve Wireless Cognitive Radio 

ADVANTAGES: 

 Adapts cognitive radio system             

according to corresponding statistical 

parameters 

 Improve communication within         

cognitive engine, between device      

artificial intelligence and location      

statistical data 

Improve Performance and Increase  

Efficiency of Wireless Cognitive Radio 

Conceptual Model of Cognitive Radio           

Including a Location Sensor 

USF Available Technologies  

R esearchers at the University of South Florida have invented a 

novel way of extracting major wireless channel statistics 

through absolute location information and digital 

topographical data.  The location information and topographical data 

combine to work together to improve the performance and efficiency 

of wireless cognitive radio by delivering more precise and accurate 

statistical information to the cognitive engine. 

In recent years, as the wireless market continued to grow, a need to 

maximize spectrum utilization and cross-layer optimization arose. In 

order to resolve these issues and address these growing needs, the 

cognitive radio was invented.  Different from traditional radios, 

cognitive radios were invented with the ability to sense, become 

aware of, learn, and adapt to the surrounding environment according 

to both outer and inner stimuli. Additionally, cognitive radios contain a 

conceptual layer called a cognitive engine. This engine has the ability 

to make optimal decisions based on feedback and artificial intelligence 

obtained from various sources. 

Researchers at USF have developed this invention which aims to 

improve the performance of the wireless cognitive radio.  Our 

researchers claim that the absolute location information necessary for 

the novel method of data extraction can be made available through 

GPS software or other related cellular software.  The physical 

environment provides the wireless channel data for extraction which is 

then combined with the absolute position information and digital 

topographical data.  In turn, the cognitive engine intelligently makes 

decisions based on all of this data to optimize communication 

performance and increase the efficiency of the cognitive radio system. 
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